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VISAR Wave Pmfile Studvof Bristol Rock

Dave Erskine

H-Division

Lawrenc! Livermore National laboratory

Livermore, CA 9,1550

Abstract

Hugoniot and release equation-of-state data are measured on samples from the U4AV
emplacement hole at the Nevada Test Site, used for the Bristol shot. Wave profiles were
measured using a VISAR velocimeer and a target with forward-geometry. The transit time
of a shock through the sample provides the Hugoniot information. The shape of the wave
profile indicates the arrival of a release wave, providing the sound spced in shocked rock
and equation-of-state propenies in release. The shape of thc leading edge of the profile
provides information on the compressive dynamics of the shock phenomena in the rock,
such as porc crushing or phase transfonnations. The same rock was tested in a water
saturated and semi-dry state. Hydration of the rock increases the Hugoniot and sound
speed- The Hugoniot of this rock in a water saturated state is close to that measured by
M. Furnish of SNLA on similar rcck. The Ur-Uo relation is Ur=2.29 + 1.263 Uo for
f cUo4.6 lcn/s and Us=2.0r4 + 1.408 Uo for 2.6<Uo<5.6 krny's.



Introduction
In November 1991 the Bristol shot occured at

the Nevada Test Site. One pupose of this shot was a test

of the ability to calculale its yield using the CORRTEX

method. The success of the method depends on accurately

modeling the shock wave properties of the rock

surrounding the nuclear device. Both the Hugoniot and

release wave propenies are nee.ded. Because the character

of rock can vary signilicandy from location to location, it

is best to determine the shock goperties of the rock at the

particulu emplacement hole and depth of the device, and

to preserve the hydration of the samples to reproduce in

situ conditiom as much as possible.

To this end, we undenmk a series ofexperiments

on a two-stage g:rs gun using a VISAR velocitometer as a

diagnostic on samples of rock taken from the U4Av

emplacement hole. These experiments consisted of

generating a planar shock wave by impact with a flat

projectile. The shock wave transits the specimen and a

mass velocity wave profile is measured as the shock

emerges from the r!ar of the sample. The transit time of

the shock across the sample yields the shock velocity and

a Hugoniot poinl The shape of the wave gofile showing

the arrival of a rarefaction rvave yields the release wave

goeenies.

We completed two series of Hugoniot

measurements on tlle same rock. In series-I we attcmpt!d

!o preserve the original hydration of the samples by

coating them with a sealanl However some water loss did

occur. In series-Il 0re mck was shot in a rchydrat!d sble

close to its original density. Thus in addition to

determining the shock propenies of in situ rock, we have

measured is dependence on hydration.

We used a forward-geometry target design to

obtained the wave profiles, instead of a reverse geometry

employed by researchen at SNLAI studying similar rock.

The advantage of the reverse geometqf lies in a superior

measurement of the release properties of the sample,

whereas the for,rard geometry makes a superior

measurement of the shock speed and the detection of phase

transitions and other anomalous compressive behavior.

Because of additional cost advantages, we decided to

employ the forward geometry technique.

Samples

The rock samples were taken from cores drilled

into the wall of the emplacement hole at nine speciFred

depths from llOoft to 1500 fL After removal from the

coring tool the samples were immediately sealed in

aluminum foil and wax to preserve their water content.

Portions from each depth were sent to TerraTek Inc. for

analysis2. The results of their analysis arc listed in

Table A.I in the Appendix.

There was signifrcant variation of the character of

the rock with depth in terms of friability and grain size.

We chose [o study l4l0 ft. rock for the bulk of the shots

because it was competent, its grain size was uniformly

small, and it was in the vicinity of the device working-

point depth (1500 ft.). The l50O ft. rock was not

pr!fen!d, b!cause although it was slightly more competent

than the 1410ft., it possessed an occasional large

(-3 mm) grain which could disrupt the fidelity of the

measured wave profib. The target sample tldclness was

7 mm. For the l4l0 ft. rock the average grain size was

- l m m .

The in situ density of rhe 1410, 1490 and

l5m ft. rock was determined by the Archimedes method.

A thin plastic bag prevented water from leaving or

entering tle sample dudng this measuremenL The rcsulls

were 1.8?, 1.74 utd l.9l gmlcm3 for 1500, 1490 and

l4l0 ft. elevations. Since the rock specimen was large,

and the measurement was made immediately afler

unsealing from the wax/aluminum foil, these density

values are accurate determinations of the average density

of the rock prior to machining and handling.

In order to preserve the water content, lhe rocks

were spray-painted with an epoxy sealer. Sealer was

reapplied after the rocks were machined into disks for

incorporation into targets. In spite of the sealer, some

water loss did occur. The density of the 1410 ft. rock

samples immediately before inc$poration inlo the targets

was l0% less than its original value (-1.7 vs

1.9 gm/cm3). Shot series-I used this rock in this semi-dry

state. We use the term "semidry" to distinguish it fmm

"dry". The latter would be the case if all the water were

baked out. According to Table A.l, the dry density of the

1410 ft. rock is 20% below the original density.

Because we were concemed that tlle measued

shock data of the semi-dry rock might not be

representative of in situ rock, we undertook a second shot
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series (U) using rchydrated rock. Soaking the mck in

waer increased its density from -1.7 to 1.87 gm/cm3,

which is very n!ar its l.9l gm/cm3 original value. Only

the 1410 fL rock was tested in series-tr.

Although the Hugonioi information from shot

series-I is not ali representative of rock immediately

zunurnding the device due to lhe different hydration stalo,

this data is still useful. Comparison of the two s!ries'

dat indicatcs the scnsitivity of the Hugoniot on waier

contenl This facililates estimaring the slnck poperties of

oth!r rock at rhe emplacem!nt hole rhat may be le.ss than

wat!f sa[rraled.

Experimental Technique

Targct Deign

The iarget design for lhe scries-Il experimenB

using water saturated samples is shown in Fig. l. The

target design for scries-I experiments is similar, but

without the baseplate and O-ring. A 2" diameter gun

barrel was used for all shots exc!pt the highest prcssure

shots Rr4,r and Rtz. For 0p latter the 1.15" barrel was

used to attain the required impactor velocity, and the

hcizontal dimensions of the target werc &codingly

reduccd. Tabl!s A.II - A.V givc the thiclnesses and

densities of drc omponent lay!rs f6 the v/et ald smi+y

rwk targa d!signs.

In 0|c t rger 0p wat!r saffatcd rcck is conlaincd

in the Delron ring bctrv!cn a Cu bascplatc and the Mg

bekplale. An O-ring pFovides I s!al Behind lhe Mg is a

LiF window, which allows the VISAR laser b!m !o

probe he velocity of the Mg while avoiding a froe surface.

The Dehon has a shock impedancc similar 30 the rcck.

This prgvents a shock in the aluminum from running

around and ahead of the shock in dr sample. The Dekon

also rcduces dle amplihde of a side rclease gen!rated at

the hont comer of the sample. The aspect ratio of the

sample (5.5:l) is great cnough to ensur! that the side

release wave will not int!rferc with the mea$snent of lhe

wave prolile at the center of the lvtg/LiF int!rfac!.

Wave paths

These targets arc of the forward-geometry type,

where both the shock and release waves travel forward

through the sample toward the LiF window. This is

disringuished &om the reve$e-geometry, where the sample

is contained in the imPactor and the shock moves

bekwads through it, away ftorn the window.

Figure 2 is a distance-time plot of the important

wave paths. The shock generated by impact of the

projectile travels forward through the baseplate, rrck Mg

backplate, and into the LiF window. Electrical shoning

pins flush with the baseplate./sample interface provide a

slan dme of tlrc shock anival. Tlp motion of the Mg/LiF

ini!dde is nreasur!d with the VISAR velocitorn!l!r. After

accounting for the Eansit time of th! shock acsoss te Mg,

the time of arrival of dle shoct at thc interfr! gives the

shock s@ (U5) aooss the rock, yielding tlte Hugoniot

infqrnatiolr. A s!cood shock trav!ls bekwards asoss the

CI impcttr, rcn!cts ftom lhe r!ar of thc Cu, and favcls

forward as a relcase wave. Tte time of arrival of this

release wave yields the sound sp!!d in lhe rock in ia

shocked state.

The pupose of the Mg backplate is to minimize

the lhickness of the rock which is double-shocked by

reflection of the incident shock off the LiF window. In

dris way, the release vrave travels virtually only through

rock that is singly-shocked, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Secondly, it protects the hygroccopic LiF from moisnre

in the rock- The rhiclrpsscs of thc Mg layer and Cu llyer

8rc designed so that the deasc w8ve esnsits the rock

bcfore the reflection from thc M&/LiF interfacc can

intcrfere. There is also an unawidable rtnedkn ftom the

rockfr{g inarface, but this is relativcly wcal sincc the

densities of Mg and rock are similar. For example, for

shot rti the rocklv{g reflection increases he prc.ssure l8%.

In a tsrget without the Mg layer the rock/LiF rcflection

wo d increase the gessue 50%.

Forward versus reverse geometry.

We decided to use forward-g!ometry Egets over

rev!nF-geometDr for several rcasons. l) In the reverse

g!omeEy ther! is a danger tllat drc sample will ft-acutre

when accelerated in the launch of the impacor. 2)

Expensive large LiF crysals are requircd in the reverse-

geometry. 3) The forward geometry allows samples to be

nvice as thick for a given diameter before side release

waves interfere with the measuemenL Since the gra.in size

of these samples is significant, it was important to

maximize the sample lhickness as much as possible. 4)

The Us-Up data point is det!rmined ftom the arrival time

of the shocks instead of the amplitude of le VISAR

3
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signals. With the VISAR, amplitude accuracy is not as

great as fie temporal accuracy of sh<rk trarait time. 5) In

the forward-geometry, drc front of the wave proFrle yields

compressive behavior of the rock such as phase

transitions, str!ngth effects and the effect of pore crushing.

On the other hand the forward g!ometry presens

an inferior measurernert of 0rc rclease wave properries of

the rock. The shape of the relee.s poltion of ole wave

profrle is complicated by reflections hom the Mg layer.

Also, the releasc wave doe.s not descend lo as low of a

pressure as in drc reverse g!ometry when a low density

fem is used beldnd the samph-impacrc.

VI SAR velocitont ter dia g nostic

The velocity history of the Mg/LiF intcrface is

measured by the VISAR velaitometer. The VISAR wotks

by measudng the doppler shift of the r!necEd light. A

lens mounted behind the LiF window focuses the

illuminating beam !o a -l mm spot at the c!nier of the

LiFA{g int!rfac! and coll!cG th! r!fl!cted lighl This is

selrt to an intcrferometer which rpsolves lhe wavelenglh

shift into fringcs. Our interfcrometer is a push-pull design

simiLu !o that describcd in Ref, 3. The fringe shift is

proponional to the velocity, with a proportionality

constant of 453 m/s per fringetl%. The fringe shift is

detected by pholomultiplier tubes r!corded by a digitizing

oscilloscope with I ns sampling rate. The overall time

response of the velocilometor system is about 1.5 ns. The

absolutc velocity error is about l%, determined by the

uncertainty of fringe cqrstant. The resolution of the

velocity howevcr is mrch higtrcr.

Data Analysis and R!sults

Thc shock speed in the rock is dearmird from

the shock arrival time in the wavc profile record,

$btracaing the calculat!d transit timc of the slnck asoss

the Mg laycr. The laaer is found itcrativcly. Thc mass
velocity of the shocked rock (Up) is found from shock-

impedance matching using Us, the flyer velocity and the

Cu Hugoniot Sincr we have nanosecond resolution in
derennining fte arrival times, the uncertainty in U5 and Up

is <l%.
The Ur-Uo data for both series is shown in

Fig.3 and tabulat!d in Tables I and IL Coeffrciens for

best-fit line segmenb passing through groups of points

are indicated. The Hugoniot of the wet rock lies above

that of thc semidry rock Ultrasonic meastremots of the

Table L Shot datr for rchydrated samples. U" and Up are experfunentally determined shock and mass

velocities in l4l0 ft. ro& sarnple. P ard, p/pgare the strock pressure and relative comprcssion

R1 1.390 r.r74fr2% 3.783fl.6% 81.9 1.45

Ri L323 r.9r5fr2% 4.69frJ% 165 l.@

R1 3.185

Ry, 5269

Rwr 7.435

2.s74fr.2% 5.553fr5% 26s 1.86

4.078E{-6% 78yt!n.8%% 610 2.08

5.63vA.6% 9.!)6G0.8% 1068 Ln

r.r82fl.2% 3.178!1.259o 63

Lsu!a:2s% 3.695!{.4% 94

2n7fl.3% 4.62fE{.5% 182

2:258fl.3% 4.583!4.5% 182

2.648fr.3% 4.8./046% 2m

Table IL Shot deta for selri-dry samples. Us and Up are experimmtally determined shock and mass velocities

in rock sample. P and /poare the slrock pressure and relative compression \ is 15ff ft. rock; all other arc

1410 ft.

shot flwr vel (lxn/s) Up(km/s) Us (knA) P (kbar) /po

Re t.3y

R6 t.774

R6 2.722

Rs (1500 fi.) 2.76

Rc 3.1?0

rJ9

1.70

ts7

ts7

22r
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bulk sound velocity C6 are indicated at Up=0. They

show a small shift due 0o the rehydration of the rock-

(Details of the ultrasonic test are described in Lhe

Appendix).

With the wet rock. the data deviates from a

straight line with a slight S-shape. Because the

uncertainty in Ut is <l %, we believe this is genuine. In

Fig. 4 our wet-rock data is comparcd with data on l'{TS

tuff measured by M. Furnishl. A similar S-shape is seen

in his data- Except for our lowest pressue shot ni, all of

our points agree very well with his.

For rhe sernidry rock lhe thrce points highest in

Un show a softcning of the Hugoniot A phase transition

would show a similar effect. As discussed below, the

wave profile for shot R6 also suggests a weak phase

transition at Up-2.1. The datum of the 1500 ft- elevation

rock shot, Rg, is in close agreernent wift ils companion

1410 fL shot, RD.

Series-ll wove profiks

The measu!d and calculated wave gofiles for the

three lowgst pressue shots of the wgt rock are shown in

Fig. 5. The complex dynarnics of fte colnpression of tuff

is manifested in the front of the mqsured wave profiles.

For example in shot R1, the rise duing the initial 70 ns

miy be due to the crushing of pores, which produces a

large effective thickness for the shock fronl The

thickness of the front is At Ur or 0.26 mm. This is

consistent with a grain or pnre size.

The fluctuations in the signal are not instrument

noise but are rural variations in the velocity, most likely

due to the graininess of the sampte. (The instrument

noise is -O.5 %). The use of a finile sample to model

bulk rock b!havior is only valid if the grain size is

sufficiendy smaller than the sample thichess so that an

averaging process occurs in the propagation of lhe wave.

In the case of l4l0 fL rock the average grain size was

- I mm, compared !o the sample fticlness of 7 mn. An

occasional larger grain could explain irregularities in the

measured wave profiles. The laser spot of -l mm is

comparable to the size of one grain. However, the I mm

Mg layer smooths out the profile somewhat.

The calculated pofiles in Fig. 5 w!te computed

from target parameters listed in Tables A. and A.III, a

constant gruneisen gamma of zero, and fte b!st fit Us-Up

relation through the thre! data: Us=2.29 + 1.263 Ue.

The lacer was derived from the arrival time of the shock.

Note that the arival time and the ampliurde of the profile

are two independent det!rminations of the Hugoniot of the

rock. Cfhe arrival time is fte more accurate of the two

since it is inherendy an average over all the gr-ains the

shock transits, whercas a single large grain near the end of

the transit could disproportionately affect the wave profile

shape.) Thus the agreement in the amplitude of the

measured and calculated profiles is a measure of the self

consistency of the U5-Up data

Comparison of the release arrival time betw!en

calculated and measured profiles is done in Fig.6. The

gruneisen gamma does not alf!ct $e single shock portion

of fte Fofile (t400 ns), but does affect the height of the

step at t-200 ns due !o a reflection from the Mg layer.

Sam Weir4 of LLNL used a linearly volume dependent

gruneisen gamma to model wave profile data of tuff

measured by M. Furnishl. The best-fit gamma values !o

Fumish's data were used to calculate profibs shown in

Fig.6. These values are listed in Table IU. Although

heir extseme negative gamma values cause less agree$ent

in the amplitude of the profile for D200 ns, they cause

good agreernent in fte arrival of the release wave in lhe

two higher pressure shots. However, in the lowest

Fessure shot Rt the anival of the release is much faster

than can be explained using a conventional gruneisen

gamma model. William MosJ suggests lhis can be

successfully modeled by incorporating mat!rial strengtll

ino the constinritive model of the rock

Figure 7 shows m!s|ned and calculated wave

profiles for the two high pressure shots in the relydrated

rock The calculaned wave pmfiles use a gruneisel gamma

value of +l and the bes( fit Us-Up line through the two

points: Us=2.32+1.358 Up. Unfortunately, both shots

were hindered by technical problems involving the

Table IIL Gruneisen gamma and its slope used in

calculated wave profiles for the tehydrated

samples. These values are from S. Wei/s best fit to
M. Furnisn"s wave profiIe data on tuff using a
gamma which is linearly dependent on volume{.
Vr /Vo is the shock to ambient volume ratio.

shot simulated r(vr) vo(a/au vrlvo

R1

Ri

R;

.LJ5

-1.5

25

25

25

0.690

0.592

0.536
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intensity of the renected light which partially obscued

the shape of the profrle. However, the shock arival time

information is unambiguous, and therefore the Us-Up daa

is still perfecdy valid. The excellelt age!ment btwe!n

the measured and calculated profile ampliaudes supports

the measured Us-Uo data-

For shot R*t the frst 230 ns of the signal

overloaded the digitizers, due to unusually large

rcflectivity of the rarge.. We estimate thc rtual signal is

not very differ!nt frcm the constant level we drgw in the

Iigue for t<).23 lrs. The small discontinuity at -O.32 lrs

is not associated with the release wave, but due to the

shock reaching the rear of the LiF window. (As an

independent ch!ck, the shock transit time eross the LiF

derived from this is consistent with the measured wave

profrle ampliurde as drawn) We have no explanation why

the dease wave did not appear in the measurcd pmfile.

The release wave also did not appqr in profile Rt. The

lack of sufficient reflected light causcd the signal beyond

0.4 ps !o b! untsusNonhy.

Sound speedfor wet rock

In Fig. 5 the anows rcar -0.5 Us ma* the ardval

of the release wave, used to calculate th! sound specd in

the slncked rcct The sound speed wrsus shck pressur!

is ploued in Fig. 8.

SeriesJ vavc prortks

Me{sul!d 8nd calculated wave profiles for the

serni{ry rock are shown in Fig.9. Again, the complex

dynanbs of the stnck compresslm of uff aI! rnanifested

in drc struculr! of le ftont of the profile. Notc that dle

lowest pressu! shots for thc semiiry and wet n f, R" and

Rtt Grg. 5) both have an initial 70 - 77 ns rise in their

profiles. We believe this is a thick shock front due to

pore crushing. The thiclrpss of the front fs the serni{ry

material i., At U, = 0.24 mm is close to the ,0.26 mm

value fornd for the wet fuffRi.

The lack of a plateau in sho[s ic, Rd is due !o an

unexpectedly high sound speed, which overtmk the shock

b!fore it reached the Mg&iF interface, or perhaps to

mechanical relaxation phenomena. In shot i4, the rclease

wave overtakes the shock ne!rly simultaneous with its

arrival at the MglLiF interface, so it will have an

insignificant effect on fte shock transit dme. For shot R!

the actual Us may be slightly higher than the uansit time

indicabs b!cause of overtaking of the shock by the release

inside of tre rock.

Shots Rg and R6 where shot with the same

impacor velocity but using rock from different elevations.

The difference in profiles can be ascribed to differenr

behavior of the rock

In shot profile Ra, the initial step-then-rise could

be interpreted as a muddied twG.wave stnrcolfe, similar lo

tlnt seen in phase transfqmations under shock toadinglT.

If the Eofile is analyzrd using this hypolh!sis we fud the

transition onset da[rm slnwn in Fig. rOa, labeled "Tran".

This darum lies on th! best fil line f6 shots f,. and Rd,

which is consistent with the existence of a minimum

pressure for transformation. The phase cransformation

hypothesis would explain the softening of thc U"-Uo

rclation fa Up>-21.

Since this phase transformation is very shallow,

it is casily overdriven. This would explain why no two-

wave structrre is se!n in the higher pressure shot Rc. The

fact that it is not seen in shot R, could be that the

transfonnation pressue for 1500 ft. rock is just above the

pressure achieved by that shor

The calculated profiles in Fig. 9 werc computed

from aarget paramet!rs listcd in Tabbs AJV and AV, ilre

U5-Up relatixs indicated in Flg. 3, and grurcisan gamma

values Aom Table IV. Bcst agreement between me!sur!d

and calculatcd curves is with the highest prcsstre shot-

For the lower prcssurc shols the measured relcase wave

appears sooner than what lhe gruneiscn model predics,

even with the negativc gamma values used. Fo( sho6 R6

and Rg, th! target paramerers and impacor velocitie.s are

so similar that the calculated cuna models both.

Sorurd speedfor semi*y rock

The sound speed in the semidry rock was

calculated from the arrival of the release wave and ploued

in Fig. 8. The sound specd could not be determined for

Table IV. Gmneisen gamma and its slope used in
calculated wave profiles for the semidry rock.
Gamma is linearly dependent on volume. V1 is the
shock prmsure.

shot simulated rflr) vo(a/av) V1IVO

Re

R6

Rr/Re

&

,

-J

.J

25

25

0

0

0.6n
0.s88
0.543

0.453
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the two low pressure shots because the shock has been

overtaken by ahe r!lease wave. If we assume for shot R4

that the release overtal@s the shock just as they both reach

the Mg/LiF interface, then the sound spoed at 94 kbar is

above 6 km/s. This suggest that ahe sound speed ve$us

pr!ssu! curve exlends as the dashed curve in the Figure.

Conclusions
The Ur-Uo relation for the w!t rock agrees very

weu with M. Furnish's data on simiLu tuff, cxc!pt for &e

lowesl pressurc point (One mighi cxp!ct lhat the

variability in dE rocks behaviq is g!atc$ at low pr!ssltre

where strength effects and pore crushing becomes
important) A twcscgmcntcd U5-Uo rclatbn ficing our

data for wet rock is Us=2.29 + 1.263 Up for l<Up4.6
urd U;2.04 + 1.408 Un for 2&Un<5.6 km/s. A ncgative

effcctivc gruneisen gamma valrrc near -2 is consislent wilh
profdes at 165 and 265 kbar. For the lowest pressure
(80 kbar) profile however, a gnrneisen gamma model des
not explain the carly release arrival without using an

unphysically negative gamma value. W. !!osf bc[eves
lhe solution is to include material strength into lhe

constioitive model of the rcck We expect that the higher
in pressure one gocs, ahe morc aocuratc dte gruneisen

model can frt our Eofiles. In this casc the ncgative
effective gamma might indicate some qpe of phase

randcmaiqu
As rhe hydration lcvcl of this rcck is raisc4 the

Ur-Uo relation also rises, and the sound speed at high

pressures increases gready. Wherces for serni-dry rock the
sound speed steQly decrcases with iucasing gcssure. fc
wet rock the sound spoed is much higher and slowly
incr!ases. In semi{ry rock we se! evidenc! in the Us-Up

relation and in the wave profile of a possible weak phase

transition at -180 kbar. The was no evidence of $ch in

the rr,et rock. The significant differences in the shock
behavior of the same rck at differ!$t hydration stares is a

compelling r!ason b aclurately preserve in situ conditions
in laboratory shock experimenB. It also sfesses the need

0o accurarely determine the hydration state of in situ rcck
with elevation along the emplacernent hole for subsequent

CORRTEX modeling.
It is interesting tlat in the low pr!ssure (60 -

80 kbar) shots, for both the wet and semidry tuff, the
wave profrle demonstrates complex behavior in the shock
compression of rock that is anomalous, or different from

what we expect for a simple isotropic material such as

aluminum, ftr example. In both cases, the wave profrles

begin with a 7O - 77 ns rise t!ntatively auribured !o a

macrccopic shck ftont 0.24 - 0.26 mm thbk due o pore

crushing. One important advantage of the forward target

geometry is that such information contained in dre leading

edge of tlr shock can be obtained cleady. In the reverse

lfiget geometry $tch infamatbn would be obscu!d, sirEe

in that design the shock must reflect from the rcar of lhe

rcck and travel a sccond timc through the sarnple 8s a

releasc wave befse it is r!cord!d.



APPENDIX

Plryical Aaalysis { rock sanples

Tabt! A.I strows the rcsuls of physical analysis

by TenaTe& Inc.2 of rock aken ftrom differtnt cbvations

ahng dranflcmat hola

Targct Dcsign

Tablcs A.II - A.V list tlp thickne.sses and

darilies of tr layers comprising drc asrgds. Comparison
of 6e targct thiclncsscs bcfore and aficr rsscmbly
indiatcs that I srull p fillcd wilh satcr exigs bct*tcn

the toc,k ard cithcr tlle besepl& or beclplata This gap is

due to the bowing of thc besoplrtc snd dE ircgularitias of

thc roct facc. (Thc proc6s of machining thc thin

bascplarc lcft it slighdy bovrrd). Bccause 0p thicktss of

the wats( grp is sma[, Olc cfi!ct on shock Fopagadon is

insignificant" However, its cff!ct was includcd in the

analysis of thc data and calculatcd wavc profiles by
assrning it o be betwocn tlrc bascplarc ad thc ompb.

Ultasud nuaswawnts
Ultrasound measurerncns were donc on l4l0 ft

rcc& in both its senidry and wa conditions in ord!r
dcleminc dF &nsitiyity of thc bulk surd sp6d (Cb) b

hydratiou In dditim !o finding thar Ct incascs with

hydration as cxpetc4 Ote rcsults also d!m@sErcd that

thc vuiability of drc mck ftun spocinar b spocimen can
bc very higl|. Tbrcc sanplcs cr!{rcut ftom the samc dcc!
of l4l0 ft. rccls and tcsed with ultrasud in both tfteir

<ky ud rchydratcd coditions. Thc semi-dry condition
was chicycd by lcaving it ou in lhc opcn & ovefldght
The r!hydrat!d condition u/as echieyed by soaking ir in

wau ovcrnighl Frg. Al slnws tlut albongh thc donsity

change is consisteot, dter! is quitc a varirbility in lhe
change in C6 frur specinrcn o ryecimcn. Thc hck of a

significanr change in C6 in spccimen 'E-lurlic' leads us

b disEust Urc me8surems[ f6 lhat specim!n.
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Table A.I Phvsicalproperty Eeasurements for material from U4AV emPlacement bole'

Depth
Interval

(ft)

Densitv
Water
by Wet
Weigbt

(/o)

Porosity
(%)

Saturation
(vo)

C.alc
Air

Voids
(7o)

As-Rec'd
(ga,tlcc)

Dry
(c!/e)

Grain
(edcc)

lt02 2.287 2.t28

1222

Averagc

1.606
1.660

1.633

Lzn
t.323

1.300

2.414
2389

L4A2

20.5
20.3

20.4

47.L
u.6
45.9

70.0
75.7

TL1

14.1
10.E

12.5

1259

Average

1.758
L.782

1.770

1.364
1.415

1.390

2.406
L403

2.405

22.4
20.6

2t.s

43.3
41.1

42.2

91.2
89.4

n.2

3.8
4.4

4.1

1368

Averaqe

1.660
1.668

r.664

L.279
1.275

t.z7r

2.365
2.367

2.366

22.9
23.8

23.4

45.9
46.3

46.1

83.2
85.9

84.5

7.7
6.5

7.1

1410 1.884 1.564 2.3EL L7.0 34.3 93.4 2.2

1435

Average

1.566
1.601

1.5E4

1.191
1.221

t.206

2358
L369

2.3&

23.9
23.7

23.8

49.5
4E.5

49.0

75.9
78.5

n.3

11.9
10.4

11.1

1445

Average

1.889
r.923

1.906

t.ssz
1.600

1.5'76

2.534
2.504

2.519

17.8
16.8

17.3

38.7
36.1

37.4

873
89.6

88.3

4.9
3.8

4.4

1500

Average

1.898
1-844

1.871

1.5E9
1.530

1.560

2.305
2.470

2.388

16.3
17.0

16.6

31.1
38.1

34.7

99.5
82.6

89.9

0.5
6;7

3.5

* Grain density measuremeut comPromised during testing by loss of material'
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Table AJI. Flyer and target lay!r thicknesses for the rehydrated shob. The sample diameter was

39 mIIL except for shots Rzrr and Rlz where it was 19 mlr|.

Cu flyer I baseplate water
thk (mm) | thk

LiF
thk

t'!
thkthk (mm) | thk
1.Gil
7.024
1.O23
0.979
o.999

6.56
6.v0
6.174
3.ffi
3.506

3.995
3.894
3.898
2.5M
1.989

R6

Ri

R;

R, r(

v

1.4&
1.456
1.443
0.987
0.997

0.r22
0.r47
0.115
0.005
0.005

7.088
7.85
7.O93
7.X5
8548

Table AIIL Flyer and target densities for lhe rehy&ated 6hots.

Cu flyer
o tprnlcrnP )

baseplate | rc<k
o"P

Table AJV. Flyer and target layer thiclm!sscs for semidry samples Ttre sample diarneter was 39 mrn

Cu flyer
thk

1.851
1.854
7.852
1.903
1.903

8.940
8.940
8.940
8.335
8.939

8.940
8.939
8.941
8.938
8.930

R6

&
Ri
R""

R)z

R"
Rd
Rp

&
&

'LiF

thk
ttC
thk

rock
thk ,

2.760
2.755
2.752
2.74
2.743

7Ar3
7JJ55
6.951
7.424
7.122

r.87
1.m6
1.085
1.82
r.&0

7.64
7.094
7.80
7.\M
7.107

Table A.V. Flyer and target densities for semidry sanples.

Cuflyet 
^

m/qnr cn3)
8.939
8.940
8.939
8.939
8.940

Re

Rd

R6

&
R8

8.
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